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Cupertino Saves Silicon Valley
Innovative Apple design for Vallco area redefines suburban Silicon Valley
Suburbia transformed as Apple development creates a lower congestion model for Work and Transit
If not here...Where; if not now.... When; and if not us geeks.....Who?

Cupertino projects a model for thoughtful and elegant living on the Pacific Rim
Building Bridges

Defining Cupertino

Cupertino Crossroads

All the services Apple
needs are located on the
other side of Freeway
280. Pedestrian access
reduces automobile
congestion Here are
examples how other
places bring together
their communities to
make life easier.

What makes Cupertino
great? What do you
show your visiting relatives? What does the
community need?

West Valley Mayors and
Managers voted Unanimously for an innovative bus and shuttle
program with Cupertino
at it heart. The Vallco
bridge lets government
make this happen.
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Transit is Redefined

YOUR RIDE IS HERE
We have the technology
in our hands to insure
commuters and
shoppers are picked
up and delivered
safely anywhere in
this valley. All that is
needed are “easy to
get to” destinations.
The Cupertino Hub is
the best!
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Cupertino
Defines
Silicon
Valley!

June 2011
Vallco Area is Saved

Finally an Apple Store

Sales tax is the engine of
all cities. Our largest
shopping center will
now be a great and attractive urban destination. While Vallco Village thrives, Vallco Fashion Park struggles.
Providing a bridge for
12,000 employees here is
the answer.

Steve Jobs asked for
pedestrian traffic before
he could build Cupertino’s own Apple Store.
Local and regional
council members need
to insure traffic does not
overwhelm the neighborhoods. Building a
transit hub on a bridge
above Freeway 280 addresses both needs.
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The orchards and mill are gone; Now what?

Suburbia and Technology next to the hills
“Where do you take the visiting relatives?”
Members of the North Vallco Study group asked
this question. Once Spaceship Apple is built, there
will be no question. Just head to Vallco to see it.

Cupertino Citizen
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Cupertino: Crossroads-Transit hub of West Valley
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Transit is Redefined by the Apple Hub

All county transit funds are tied up until Downtown San Jose gets their BART subway. Bus and
LRT service has been reduced and funds for CalTrain electrification have been redirected.
In December of 2006, the Santa Clara County Cities
Association (made up of Mayors of the 13 Silicon
valley municipalities) voted unanimously to support a bus plan that uses Cupertino as a key hub.

There is no money to provide congestion relief to
commuters on Highways 101, 280 and 85 for decades to come if ever. The problem is that old style
transit solutions do not meet the transportation
needs of our modern society.

a. Community Bus/Bus-Rapid Transit ProThis hub redefines transit with out waiting or praytotype: Monte Sereno Mayor Mark
ing for more taxpayer funding. It succeeds by proBrodsky shared his ideas of rethinking
viding a the most efficient link to the “Last Mile”
some old ideas to increase VTA
problem. People need to make that connection on
ridership. Mark's goal is to demonstrate
an Ad Hoc basis, quickly and without the use of a
that Community Bus - Bus Rapid
limited fleet of government funded vehicles.
Transit technology can be used as an
innovative connection to link the West
Side with valley jobs and increase transit Apps on Smart Phones provide the answer.
ridership by 100%. Mark distributed mate- Just as commuters in San Francisco casually share
rides to designated stops, the Cupertino-Apple Hub
rials and a proposed test route was inprovides the place to be picked up or dropped off.
cluded in the materials. The West Valley
Mayors and Managers have supported
And Smart Phone Apps can insure that every perthis prototype for the West Valley/West
son is safe and secure along the journey.
San Jose region. Mark would like the Cities Association to support the concept of
Developing density by bridging Apple to Vallco,
community bus circuits that connect to
uses the available airspace and provides the perfect
nodes that connect to longer distance/bus direct to freeway connection for “kiss and ride”
rapid transit lines. Motion (Kao) and seccarpoolers, friends, shuttles, taxi’s, corporate buses.
ond (Casas) to support the concept as
It is perfectly located to be a VTA transfer station
proposed. Motion passed unanimously.
between loops between residential and work cenAs recent reports in the San Jose Mercury show ,the
Santa Clara County VTA will be in no financial condition to help Cupertino for the next 30 years. If Cupertino wants transit, they must rely on themselves.

ters. It provides lots of areas for many different
type of vehicles to stop and then quickly continue
on their freeway journey without congesting local
streets and on and off ramps.
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Successful and Profitable Vallco

Cities depend on sales tax to survive. That is how
the taxing structure of California is designed. Ever
since Proposition 13, most of the property tax we
pay goes directly to the state where it is then evenly
distributed back to the cities. So even though we
pay higher property tax in Cupertino, we only get
back around 9 cents on the dollar.
It used to be worse. Up until this year Cupertino,
along with Los Altos Hills, Saratoga, and Monte
Sereno only got 4.5 cents back on the dollar.
The tax revenue from building single family homes
in California no longer pays for the cost of city services. Multi-family homes built with greater density
does break even economically. The question must
be where can such density be placed to accommodate the influx of population growth and not reduce
the quality life of Cupertino suburban living.
Cities need sales tax revenues. Vallco Village generates them at a higher rate than Vallco Fashion
Park. Large investments in our community depend
upon the success of the developers in the Vallco area
who are trying to make this location popular and
profitable without adding to traffic congestion.
What better plan to improve the tax base than to
grow the entire Vallco area as an attraction and pedestrian destination. It opens the doors to the city
without all the associated traffic congestion.
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A new
definition
of a Bridge
to the
Future!
Bringing together a neighborhood sliced by
a Freeway with pedestrian friendly design
Throughout history communities have had to
bridge the arteries of commerce that bisect their
cities. Some do it better than others.

Venice Spanned the waterways
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The photo of Boston shows the old way of bridging neighborhoods using available airspace. It
puts the servicing of cars over the needs of people. It uses airspace in a most unattractive yet
functional way. Space is available for a needed
hotel but the community suffers with a bland
and boring architectural design.
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MALL unless someone can invite 12,000 workers
to cross the 280 Freeway.

The Ultimate iPad in Cupertino

Seattle Builds over Highway 5 & Arterial

APPLE NEEDS A PLACE TO:
Serve lunch to 8000 not in the Apple Cafeteria
Seattle Convention Center
In view on the right of the photo above, 10 lanes
of Highway 5 can be seen coming in from the
north. The road coming to the front of the photo
is a major arterial like Wolfe Road. This design
provided enough space for a major convention
center bringing revenue to the community and
supporting nearby shopping and services.
Like the Vallco freeway area, there are no neighborhood yards next door. The buildings can be
bigger without looking over anyones fences.
And there is plentiful parking.
Best of all. The site is serviced by a wide variety
of regional and local transit. Express busses
travel the freeways and have a natural connecting station a the convention center.

Vallco Had the right idea 30 years ago
The Firenze Bridge

Keep Apple Buses from local streets
Meet and Greet Apple Vendors
Provide Day Services for Apple and employees
Host offsite meetings in walking distance
A quicker and nicer place to be picked up
A quicker and nicer place to pick up
View its new World Class Architectural Icon
Serve the West Valley with a usable Transit Hub
As Churchill said, “Do not argue the matter, the
difficulties will argue for themselves. Let me
have a solution worked out “

The pieces of the puzzle are waiting
for the citizens of Cupertino work together to create the prototype of an
urban island destination in a sea of
suburbia!

Just like our Vallco over Wolfe Road Venice
brought its community together with shops and
pedestrian walkways Not a barren bridge or
thorofare, but a timeless expression of form and
function. In many ways it is a model to what
Cupertino built 30 years ago in that the bridge is
lined with pedestrian friendly amenities.
The ugly 70’s approach to airspace

Bridge over Wolfe road at Vallco Fashion Park

CRAP Old

School Design in Boston

This is not the architecture worthy of Cupertino’s
future! Everything built on our bridge must be a
design masterpiece and a world class icon of the
21st century.

Cupertino Citizen

Shoppers walking across this viaduct scarcely
know that they are walking over Wolfe Road
because they are walking past a continuous line
of regular stores. Vallco will remain a DEAD
3
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Build Something “Insanely Great”*
above the freeway between the
Spaceship Apple and Vallco!
*(sorry Steve)
iPod’s on the Fastest Transportation Network

Cupertino’s Jewels: Apple and Hewlett Packard

Who Is behind the Cupertino Citizen?

Cupertino Courier 06 2007
”The HP way” is not dead. It has been re-invented
by Apple. Apple employees play a major role in all
our PTA, soccer games, and school fund raisers.
Our fastest transit network in this valley goes
through Cupertino. The most effective means to
reduce traffic congestion is to increase the number
of riders per vehicle. The challenge is to create the
atmosphere and support structures to make connections and transfers comfortable. It is already technically possible to make transit safe enough for a 5
year old to travel with a friend.

Ya got trouble, my friend, right here, I say, trouble
right here in Cupertino ; Trouble with a capital "T"
and that rhymes with "C" and that stands for CARS!

Apple is Cupertino. The Apple computer founder
personally visited the city council to explain why he
was expanding in Cupertino instead of outsourcing
jobs. He promised to build something wonderful
that the entire community could be proud of.
Vallco can become the transit hub for a fleet of express busses to Lockheed, NASA, Google, and
Cisco. with local shuttles in town. Plus, a rail-free
system of iPods transport Apple employees between
their two campuses with more security and less
pollution than corporate jitneys. Less cost too!

Such system opens up transit options to connect
Cupertino to Santana Row, SJO, and Los Gatos.
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Well, either you're closing your eyes to a situation
you do not wish to acknowledge; Or you are not
aware of the caliber of disaster indicated by the
impending flood of traffic in your community.

Apple has special needs. They must be free to configure their buildings their way. They need tight
security in order to remain competitive. They do
not support open campuses. However they both
have needs for nearby services for their employees.
Private and secure meeting places., close by daycare
facilities, and places to meet for lunch and after
work near shopping were just some of the requirements voiced at the Vallco meetings. Pehaps even a
new quality hotel facility close by as well as a means
to eliminate the needs for visiting employees to use
cars for every off site task.

And just last week, some folks thinks the Vallco
committee be frittern away, I say they thinks. they
be frittern! Frittern away a chance for a downtown,
midtown, uptown too! Just "unite the city," Never
mind getting cars off the road, Or clearing side
streets from thousands of day trips; Never mind
freeing bike ways or walkways ; 'Til parents are
caught in jams at schools trying to drop off the kids
and that's trouble,
Oh, yes we got lots and lots a' trouble. I'm thinkin'
of the kids at Apple, Shirt-tail young ones, peekin' in
the community with jobs to pay the taxes for our
school; Look, folks! No doubt; Right here in Cupertino gotta figger out a way to keep the young ones
living close and walking about
Oh, a SPAN will do it, my friends. Oh yes, I said a
GRAND SPAN, do you hear me? I say Cupertino's
gotta have a GRAND SPAN and I mean she needs it
today ! Cupertino citizens will be star, Showing
suburbia near and far, The bridge to the future is the
way to deal with cars! brodsky.mark@gmail.com
Discuss more at cupertinocitizen.wetpaint.com
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